EVERY PART...
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

DME
NOVELTIES

“Every Step
Of The Way”

HOT-TO-COOL

SOLUTIONS FOR INJECTION MOULDING
DME has the COMPLETE SPECTRUM of solutions to support
you in bringing your product to life and to add value throughout
the whole injection moulding process
DME, a Milacron company, is proud to be amongst the biggest players on the plastics
market. With over € 1 Billion in sales and close to 5000 employees, Milacron is present in
more than 100 countries worldwide.
For seven decades, DME has been a mould technologies leader. Our catalog remains
the industry’s broadest and our products are the benchmark of high quality. We continue
to provide customers with knowledge, expertise, and service that can’t be matched.
However, we aren’t satisfied because our customers’ needs keep evolving and we’re
determined to help them succeed.
At DME, we’re confronting the ever-changing marketplace by reinventing the way we do
business, further enlarging our product offering and working harder than ever to ensure
the superior design and quality our customers count on
Our standardized global product platforms provide consistency to our customers,
wherever they’re located.
The evolution of DME continues. After all, we’re more than a manufacturer. More than a
distributor. We’re an essential resource. Our customers’ challenges keep changing and
we’re helping them adapt Every Step of the Way.
Thank you for making DME your trusted partner for you injection moulding needs.

DME stands for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highest quality of operational excellence
Leading product development and testing options
State-of-the-art European manufacturing facilities
All major mould base standards available in over 25 steel grades
Certified European steel
Special machining in high precision as per customer specifications
Widest off-shelf range of standard mould components in the industry
Innovative digital platform: eSTORE and 3D libraries

PELLET
MELT

HELPING BOOST
YOUR PROFIT
• IMPROVE CYCLE TIME
• REDUCE SCRAP
• SHORTEN MOULD CHANGE
• INCREASE UPTIME
• LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS
• FASTER COLOUR CHANGE

FreshStart benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

• Hot Runners
• Temp. controllers
• Cool One

Purging
Faster colour changes
Less screw pulls
Faster changeover
Reduced scrap

DME 6-MODULES
TO PROFITABILITY
IMPROVE CYCLE TIME
REDUCE SCRAP
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SHORTEN MOULD CHANGE
INCREASE UPTIME
LOWER MAINTENANCE COST
FASTER COLOUR CHANGE
America

OUR PRODUCTS HELP
SHAPE THE WORLD
OUR PEOPLE HELP
SHAPE YOUR SUCCESS
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PART
VENT

• Vent Inserts
• Sintered Vents
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COOL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulators
Manifolds
Fittings
Flowmeters
Baffles
Conformal Cooling
Sprue Bushings
Pre-machined
insulation plates
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ACTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lifters
Ejection
Traceability
Undercuts
Sliders
Interlocks
Pre-engineered
Mould Guiding
Solutions

•
•
•
•
•
•

CoolingCare
Polishing
Industrial Supplies
Optim Table
QR Inserts
P-Laser
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AVAILABLE 24/7

IT ALL STARTS WITH A

MOULD BASE

DME introduces enhancement to its XPress mould
base range, by adding 25 additional steel grades,
all European certified through its “Any Shape,
any Steel” program. Through this enhancement,
customers benefit from the widest Industry
Market offerings and flexibility for their Mould
bases within a 24/48/72-hour shipment service
throughout Europe, combined with the essential
mould components.

ANY SHAPE, ANY STEEL PROGRAM
• Certified European steel
• Stress relieved
• Supplied as cut, ground or milled
plates in any dimensions to your
specification
• Superior machining qualities

CONTINUES WITH A

PELLET

Fresh Start Purging Solutions™ are patented, revolutionary, all-purpose
purging compounds which are intended to cover the needs of the plastic
processing industry. The MC2-HH™ & GP-HH Hybrid solutions are only two in
a series of innovative and ground breaking purges designed for the removal
of unwanted pigments, polymers and contaminates without leaving residue.
Both formulas have been engineered to pass through hot runner systems with
a min .010 inch or 254μm (microns) to completely clean the entire flow path.
No need for soak time or to increase the heat over your normal processing
temperatures.

MC2-HH™ and GP-HH Hybrid formulas
encompass many capabilities all in one
formula vs other compounds that are
engineered for only one issue or process
type:
1. High Heat
2. Hot Runner Cleaning
3. Clear Applications
4. Process Type

TIME TO

COOL DOWN
DME’S CONFORMAL COOLED COLD SPRUE BUSHING
opens up a wide range of possibilities for the injection
process. By having sufficient cooling around the sprue, you
can increase it’s diameter which can reduce the pressure
needed to fill your part. Imagine the lifetime savings of a
mould that you can now run in a smaller, more economical
press. That combined with faster output, lower scrap and
superior product results in winning across the board. Using
pre-engineered components to provide optimal resin flow
provides substantial gain with a minimal investment.

Being a known expert in cooling and
mold temperature control DME now
brings NEW DRILLED INSULATING
PLATES to market.
The pre-machined insulation boards with
holes; with and without the locating ring
hole and require no additional reworking.

NEW BAFFLES EXTENSION
DME further enlarges its range of
baffles, adding new dimensions M14
and M18 and lengths 150 and 300, to
serve more possible applications for
any mould and allow more freedom
in the design phase.

MOVE TO

ACTION

THE NEW DME 3D ACCUALIGN LIFTER SETS A
NEW STANDARD IN MOULD LIFTER TECHNOLOGY
An essential component for internal and external undercuts a well-designed lifter
travels with the ejection plate and moves on the release angle with the stroke
to pull the cavity steel away from the undercuts, typically where slides or other
means are not an option. With the new DME 3D ACCUALIGN LIFTER allows for
the manufacture of plastic parts with complex geometries and, at the same time,
reduces maintenance costs, moulding downtime and increase part quality over
the mould’s entire life.

A COOL NEW LIFTER
The DME 3D AccuAlign Lifter is capable of
incorporating DME’s novel TruCOOL™ conformal
cooling technology helping cool those difficult to
reach areas.
This allows for maximum production through
reduced cycle times, and the elimination of quality problems caused by excessive
warpage. This yields a lower piece cost, more efficient production and better part
quality.
DME guiding systems now include NEW BALL GUIDING
UNITS with and without collar, guide bushes for pusher
guides, self-lubricating ball guide bushes for ejector sets
with graphite inserts for permanent lubrication, recirculating
ball bushing for ejector sets with unlimited stroke length
as well as threaded bolts and inserts for ejector sets and
many more.
New additions to the self-lubricating guiding systems
support your applications with high resistance to wear and
very good emergency operating features.

SERVICE
& AFTERMARKET

DME market-leading mould technologies represents the industry’s
broadest range of products for mould makers, processors and mould
designers.

NEW ADVANCED CHANNEL
CLEANING SOLUTION
The new CoolingCare advanced
channel cleaning equipment
with Industry 4.0 capabilities is
the solution to return the O.E.E.
to its original performance levels.
Patented technology combines a
chemical and mechanical action
to free and dissolve the unwanted
material. The control panel
automates the entire process
supporting autonomous cleaning
without the need of supervision.
A simple text message notifies
the operators when the process
is complete.

Highlights:
• 10” Touchscreen interface
with intelligent monitoring
• Independent & efficient
cleaning of channels regardless of length or diameter
• High pulsation dynamics of cleaning allows for less aggressive cleaning media
• Available in SIX and TWO circuit versions.

GIVE YOUR MOULD THE BEST SEAT AT THE TABLE
The Optim Table is the best ally of any mould maker
and injection moulder at the time of mounting or
performing maintenance on a mould.
It outperforms competition by means of precision and
safety.
DME introduces a new Optim Table suited for 6 ton
moulds, on top of the actual versions from 1,5 to 3
tons.
At our booth you can also see a new range of innovative
magnetic brackets, that make it even easier now to
get your mould safely stuck on the table.

Highlights:
• Employee safety, equipment protection and reduction of work load
• Time-saving, ease of implementation and space-saving
• Standard capacity range: 1500, 2000, 3000 and 6000kg

BE LIGHT YEARS AHEAD WITH P-LASER
P-Laser uses technology of clearing away undesired
material from a solid surface by irradiating it with a
laser beam. By absorbing the energy of the laser
beam, the targeted material is heated very quickly,
making it evaporate or sublimate. As the surface
below does not absorb any energy, it stays untouched.
As laser cleaning does not use any chemical solvents
or other kind of consumables, it is environmentally
friendly and safe to operate.

LESS SPACE, MORE INFORMATION
DME’s NEW QR Code Insert is a game changer. The twodimensional QR code is customized to your unique
code, allowing your customer access to your very
latest product information via smart phone or other
smart devices.
For the first time, QR codes can be added to the
product during the moulding process without making
it part of the mould.

Designing Solutions
For Superior Tool Performance
Through The Lifecycle
DESIGN
MOULD FLOW
SERVICES

PROCESS
PURGING
SOLUTIONS

MELT
THERMAL
MANAGEMENT

COOL
CONFORMAL
COOLING

Available Online
24/7

ACTION

AFTERMARKET
NEW ADVANCED
CHANNEL CLEANING

GUIDING
& LIFTING

